Patients with osteoarthritis generally are more obese, have bigger body frames, and have higher bone mass than their peers without osteoarthritis [3] . Body mass index (BMI, in kg/m 2 ) is the most common surrogate of overweight or obesity in clinical studies. However, for any individual patient, sole BMI can be a misleading trait, as it is unable to distinguish between the contribution of fat and muscle tissues to the total body weight. Paradoxically, BMI is higher for a muscular people of otherwise similar body heights and volumes, possibly giving an illusion of obesity. Also, mean BMI is higher among taller people (men versus women). Another commonly used clinical trait in osteoarthritis studies, dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA)-measured areal bone mineral density, can be fallacious as well. Areal bone mineral density depends on the volumetric bone mineral, apparent density, and bone size. However, it is unable to separate the influence of these factors from each other, nor capable of capturing structural traits or mechanical properties of given bone [8] . Additionally, the accuracy of areal bone mineral density can be severely compromised because of subject-specific anatomy and distribution of soft tissues, consequently violating the assumptions inherent in DXA [2] . Both BMI and areal bone mineral density are too nonspecific and ambiguous for phenotyping individual patients against a well-defined and specific diagnosis like hip osteoarthritis.
Where Do We Need To Go?
The study by Karlsson et al. [4] provides relevant information on actual body composition of hip osteoarthritis patients, and exposes what is behind the high BMIproportionally higher fat mass, and lower muscle mass. Whereas the use of BMI conveyed the anticipated message (obesity of osteoarthritis patients), this is not an excuse for using it. When more reasonable and specific traits of body composition are available, ambiguous traits like BMI should be abandoned. Regarding the bone phenotype, several experimental studies of hip specimen from pertinent patients have shown that both cortical and trabecular bone traits differ from those in osteoporosis [2, 5, 7] , but notably, the bone tissue in hip osteoarthritis is not stiffer than the bone of healthy subjects [5] . Because these traits are beyond the areal bone mineral density (depicts only one bone projection), 3-D imaging of proximal femur structure is needed for appropriate phenotyping of bone. Since loading history and habitual loading of the hip joint contributes to whether hip osteoarthritis develops or not, specific information on lifelong physical activity and exercise is needed. Physicians simply asking yes or no questions regarding a patient's physical activity will not suffice.
How Do We Get There?
Future studies investigating osteoarthritis risk should gather valid knowledge on modifiable factors contributing to early development of osteoarthritis. By doing so, physicians can identify high-risk persons and perform timely preventive measures [6] . It is intriguing to hypothesize that persons with genetic potential for a large body frame (typical in osteoarthritis) may not have sufficiently loaded their skeletons at the time when bone and cartilage tissue of the joints are rapidly growing and developing. Should such a patient not load the skeleton sufficiently during adolescent development, cartilage tissue of weight-bearing bones might, in my opinion, remain relatively thin and not well adapted to vigorous physical loading. If so, the patient will be susceptible to osteoarthritis later in life, especially if the person develops obesity. Lifelong prospective studies are practically impossible, but 3-D imaging of proximal femur of hip osteoarthritis patients with quantitative computed tomography (possibly a mechanical finite element model of the bone) can provide relevant information on apparent loading history of their weight-bearing skeleton, as well as bone structure and size. This information, complemented with sufficiently detailed information on lifelong physical activity and exercise (mean amount and intensity both in adolescence and adulthood), major musculosketelal injuries, immobilization periods, and present neuromuscular performance and body composition would provide a more appropriate profile of osteoarthritis patients. This profile may well facilitate better management and prevention of osteoarthritis.
